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MR. MORRISON THANKS N.F.S.

Mr. Herbert Morrison, Home Secretary and

Minister of Home Security, speaking at Hackney

to-night, said:

I want to say a word of thanks and good cheer to the men and women

of the National Fire Service, especially as a number of people have been

somewhat depressing the Service with unjust criticism.

The National Fire Service is now moving towards a level of fire

fighting power and skill never before attained, I believe, on a similar

scale anywhere in the world. Those who describe the concentrated hard

work which has gone, and is going, to achieve the new standard, as 'spit
and polish’ are talking ignorant nonsense, showing themselves mere

irresponsible phrase-mongers and doing the fire fighters themselves,
and the whole cause of Civil Defence, very poor service indeed. They
should know in any case that smartness and readiness for action are

good things.

When the other day I read some wild charges against the N.F.S. by

members of a certain local authority, I remembered the trouble I had

about that authority’s local fire brigade at the height of the enemy’s
attack.

Instead of cheap jibes at this fine Service, of which there have

been altogether too many - nearly all of them on trivial matters,

remotely connected with fire fighting efficiency - let us ask the

critics, and indeed the whole public, for some recognition of what

officers and men alike have achieved through this new organisation.

The National Fire Service was formed because the speed and intensity

of fire-bomb attack sometimes reached a pitch of concentrated fury

beyond the defensive powers of separately organised brigades.

Once this is understood it is clear that the mere reforming of the

brigades into a National service of thirty-three Fire Forces was only

a beginning. The new machine had to be 'run in'. It had to be put

through a heavy training programme so that 100 per cent, efficiency

might be achieved, This has meant months of hard work for the officers

and men. They deserve the thanks and recognition of us all for the

energy, loyalty and patience with which they have carried out, and are

still carrying out, that vital task.
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